
Curriculum Intent: Design Technology 

Curriculum Rationale 

The aim of the curriculum is to give a stimulating learning environment where students learn about materials, processes of 
designing and making including those related to industrial automation. Our design technology curriculum is closely aligned to the 
study of engineering design and hospitality but we have carefully selected topics that develop our learners as employable 
citizens in the Manufacturing and Service sectors, both significant post 16 functions in our local setting of Birmingham and 
surrounding areas of Solihull and the wider West Midlands. 

Our range of topics includes topics which look back in history of design – important links are made here to the development of 
a range of iconic products viewed through the lens of the designer and end user. 

Our learners develop core technical and designing and making principles, including a broad range of designers. We consciously 
include references to a wide range of influential engineers and designers; past and present and these include women and black 
representatives; for example; Mary Quant and Sir Ozwald Boateng.  

Our units of work that look at different cultural influences on design, varied making techniques. In food lessons for example 
learners will see a wide range of foods from around the world often reflecting dishes from Asian, European, African and 
American cultures.  This has benefit for our learners as many will not have seen, or experienced the taste of the foods from 
other cultures as well as seeing new ingredients not used in the meals they have at home.    

To promote decolonisation community cultural references are used as scenarios to allow further research before developing new 
products; for example, when working with decorative textiles we will ask our learners to position their design work using cultural 
influences found in Asian fabrics.  The teaching helps learners appreciate that engineering contributes to the development of our 
culture, and how to show cultural awareness of their audience when communicating their work. 

The work in KS4 heighten learners’ awareness of their environment including sustainable developments like Fairtrade, health and 
safety considerations and European development and international agreements for example the use of Trademark, patents and 
copyrighting.  Our teaching provides the opportunity to learn about how changes in working practices, due to developments in 
engineered products, in China for example, have impacted upon the environment.  This includes a reduction in carbon emissions  
due to improved production methods, the globalisation of manufacturing or the more efficient disposal techniques for engineered 
products that are used today. 

Curriculum Progression & Strategies 

Progression can be seen in design technology through how learners demonstrate knowledge and skill when completing a design and 
make task.  They show increasing autonomy.  As the learner progress wider knowledge of a range of materials is evident and how to 
process them using tools and equipment.   This key underpinning skill and knowledge is sequentially developed but the 
interdependency between teacher and learner is gradually reduced between Year 7 to Year 9 in KS3.  This is to ensure learners are 
sufficiently ready to undertake the KS4 courses in Engineering and Hospitality.    

Every lesson starts with a recall of prior knowledge from lessons or projects.  We have adopted the core principles of instruction to 
support our teaching and learning; challenge, explanation, modelling, practice, feedback and questioning.   We utilise dual coding, 
whenever possible, to assist learners make strong connections.   We give live diagnostic feedback when completing practical work. 
Throughout practical activities careful supervision to ensure essential compliance with Health and Safety requirements is met, but 
also to assess learners’ independent practical skills.  Design technology students are able to use the opportunities to develop their 
understanding of the requirements of design briefs and design specifications for the development of new products.  Learners will 
understand the overall design process through study of the design cycle, existing product and life cycle analysis, study of new and 
improved materials and manufacturing processes, and how these and other factors influence a design solution.  

Curriculum Enrichment 

School Bake Off Competition, cookery, and engineering clubs as extra-curricular after school during the year. 
• OAP Tea Party where students use their expertise to cater for our elderly guests 

If you’re not prepared to be wrong, you’ll never come up with anything original – Ken Robinson 


